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As students in downtown Seattle, we enjoy
many opportunities to get involved in the
neighborhood. The Frye Art Museum, the
Seattle Asian Art Museum, the Egyptian Theater, the Harvard Exit bars, and many other
art and entertainment institutions all surround
the Seattle University campus. Starting tomorrow, there is another way to get involved and
have fun—the Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film
Festival.
The Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film Festival is produced annually by Three Dollar
Bill Cinema. While its primary focus is the
festival itself, Three Dollar Bill Cinema also
produces screenings, programs and movie
series' throughout the year. It is a non-profit
organization, "providing access to queer cinema, a forum for the exchange of ideas, and
a venue for queer filmmakers to show their
work," according to its website.
Programming director Jason Plourde explained that the idea of having the Seattle
Lesbian and Gay Film Festival was first conceived by a few people in 1995, particularly
Skylar Fein, one of the original founders who
later became the first festival director. Inspired
by other local film festivals, like the Seattle
International Film Festival, the gay community
decided it really needed its own festival.
"Basically they did a couple of events, some
short films," Plourde said. "They also did some
short screenings that helped raise money. Just

to see if there was an interest.
"And there was. The screening was sold out
immediately and we were really into the idea
of having the festival. That all happened around
1995. In October 1996, the film festival was done
upstairs at the Harvard Exit Theater. They showed
a week of films at that one small theater."

See 10thAnniversary...Page 8
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Student Perspectives

Editorial
The role of Campus Public Safety has been the basis of
many questions on campus recently mainly, the role of
the student officers camped out in each dormitory during
the evenings. It seems that when Public Safety relaxes on
their patrols, the SU community complains that there isn't
enough security presence. However, when these officers
are strict, they are labeled as going beyond their roles.
According to the Federal-Cleary Act, Public Safety is
an in-house security organization, not a police force. But
some residents believe that some of the part-time student
officers have taken their job a little too seriously.
The role of our CPS officers should be crystal clear
to assist students and preserve a safe campus environment. Lately, it seems that some officers are looking for
-

-

trouble.
Nowhere on the CPS website does it say anything about
the proper conduct of the officers employed on-campus. It
is an outrage to believe that these officers can crack down
on the behavior of the students on-campus, but are not held
to any level of professionalism by the community they are
protecting. There should be printed guidelines that inform
the public of the rules and regulations of the student officers, as well as what an officer can and cannot do.
The Website does state that CPS officers and administrators do not have arrest authority. This responsibility is left
to the Seattle Police Department. But can CPS detain a
student? According to the shift supervisor on duty Tuesday
night, CPS "handles incidents as they come up," which really doesn't answer the question of detainment. However,
according to many student incident reports, normal operating procedures for these inci dents is that a posse of part and
full-time officers will arrive at your door with your resident
adviser overpowering their way into your room.
Until our student officers are held accountable for their
own actions and interactions with residents in the dormitories, there will continue to be problems. These officers
are students, not police officers. Problems occur when they
exaggerate their role into glorified rent-a-cops.
-
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What role should Public
Safety take on campus?
"Public Safety should
keep students safe.
They should be tough

"They should be there
to keep students and

on those who are
drinking underage or
doing drugs, for their
safety and the safety
of others."

the cam-pus safe, and
only act as disiplinarians when thesituation
makes it necessary."

"To make sure not
many people are on
campus besides students, and to make
youfeel safe and com-

fortable
night]."

Chad Peterson

Krysta

Sophomore

Anton Shimkevitch
Freshman

ivalking[at
Carlson-

Parupsky

Junior

Psychology

Marketing

Biochemistry

"To be there when we need help."

"To protect and serve."

Mimi Thong
Freshman

Johnny Marsh

Biology

Psychology/Business

Junior

Chief Justice Roberts must strive to
make Supreme Court fair and just
pope to consecrate his duties. It is not a public move
to show his faith. There is nothing to stop him from
doing the same thing in his new office. What concerns
What about John Roberts, 17th Chief Justice to most liberals is that he will push an agenda based on
the US Supreme Court? The bottom line is that no these personal interests rather than on the interest of
one knows. Roberts has yet to prove himself in his the people of this country.
extremely high and influential position. That means it
Another aspect of the new Chief Justice is his past
is up to the rest of the country to challenge this posilegal career. Interestingly enough, he has argued both
tion, making activism and advocacy of much greater for and against environmental issues and interestimportance.
ingly enough both the Republicans and Democrats
The point of this article is not to list all the objections are using this to their advantages in either supporting
to Roberts' conservative views that have already been
or condemning him. The most important part of his
articulated by the Democrats. Instead, it is a critical legal career, which most people do not focus on, is
questioning of Roberts' ability to be an effective Chief the fact that he was paid to defend those positions.
Justice.
Undoubtedly he argued them well and to the fullest of
Many experts have tried pinning down how Robhis abilities, but he was also paid to take a particular
erts will vote and how he will set the agenda for the position. He has no one telling him what to do; in fact,
Supreme Court. In effect, how he will behave as the the job description is to remain neutral and fair, using
last say on the legal system's ability to act as a counhis ability to read the law as his only guideline.
terbalance to the laws the White House and Congress
The element that is disturbing is that he does not
make.
have a history of previous cases by which to judge
Roberts has the potential to simply uphold
whether he will vote one way or another.
the Bush administration's agenda after
How he received this position is likely
going to weigh on his judgements. He
all, that's how he ascended to this
sets the agenda. Does he have the
position in the first place. It would
clout to set the agenda that is best
be logical for him to stay loyal to
'or this country, or will he continue
the people who appointed him. This
le religious right's agenda
the
agenda includes all the issues the
Democrats are worried might be
agenda that isolates moral life to
a mere two issues: abortion and
passed, but also limiting judicial
gay rights. Politics has no place
power to override the executive
branch.
on the bench, however; legislaThis crucial counterbalance is,
on from here has the possibility to
however, impossible to predict.
manifest itself. The Supreme Court is
where politics should be irrelevant and
Much like a hurricane, where it is
the
law the only agenda; unfortunately
only possible to see where it lands
politics may infect it with this new addition
as it hits, it is impossible to see where
Roberts will land on any issue. He has not
to the system.
had any experience by which anyone can
No one knows how Roberts will perform fairly or not, with a political
his
effectively gauge
position.
agenda or not, Catholic or not. That is
On the one hand, he has proven
why our position as college students
himself as a great lawyer, as he is a
isr>; so crucial. We are the
and voters
graduate ofHarvard and Harvard Law.
ff
heart and soul of any movement that
His most recent position was at the US
manifests in opposition to the system's
Court of Appeals. Based solely on his resume, Cagle Cartoons
faults and on behalf of people who do not or are not
it is apparent that he knows what he is doing.
The other hand shows Roberts as the conservative able to take a stand. This is the time for college stuRoman Catholic who will uphold all the same values dents to take up activism, make it real, and make our
in his professional life that he does in his personal issues known. Working for change will pressure the
religion. He did, after all, have a mass given by the new Supreme Court to be fair and just.

Madeleine Hottman

hottmanm@seattleu.edu

-

—

-

-
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Letter to
the Editor:
Dear Editor:

Cagle Cartoons

Intelligent Design pushes science backward
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seatt!eu. edu

-

Recently in Dover, Penn., a rural school
board made the unusual decision to require
that their public schools teach not only
Charles Darwin's accepted theory of evolution, but also Intelligent Design the belief
that all beings are too complex to have
simply evolved and were instead created
by a greater power. The current teachings
of Creationism masked in a clever and scientific-sounding name are starting to catch
on in multiple school districts nationwide.
Though they probably felt they were helping
to secure the future of a good Christian country, the Dover area school districthas opened
up a can of worms that will undoubtedly be
debated a decade from now in communities
nationwide.
To give an explanation of a very scientific
subject human life and the human body
that is highly unscientific and unverified
is a bit like using the wrong key on a door:
no matter how many times you look it over
and try to make the connection, the two just
don't line up. Our future will be directed
by science; it is imperative to the survival
of our species and our world. There are so
many issues in which science is needed to
strive toward improving, yet at the same
time many options, such as cloning and
stem-cell research are kept off-limits. Isn't
telling scientists that all their research is
wrong, and then replacing it with a theory
-

-

-

that evolution could poke holes through, a level that directly affects future generations
bit of a slap in the face?
would be a very bad idea. Allowing IntelBarring the argument that alien life ligent Design to be taught in schools could
sparked our origins, not a point often acpave the way for any number of atrocities:
cepted by ID-enthusiasts, to say that we one week it could be a mandatory Pledge of
exist because a God wants us to seems like Allegiance, the next forced prayer. In public
a very thin argument. What of those who education, mandatory by law for minors, to
aren't religious, or believe in a God other say that religious beliefs, and far reaching
than the one Christians worship? Religious religious beliefs at that, should be taught
fanatics, many of whom are spreading the alongside science is a proposal that wouldword on Intelligent Design, could even be lead to the loss of American liberties.
Second, educating a generation of youth
embracing such a belief simply as a way
to make themselves feel unique: it is truly that there is an alternative to evolution and
hard for some to accept that they are just an that the beliefs of the past 150 years are
organism, something that exists not because incorrect will not bode well for future sociof love from a higher power but because eties isn't this taking a step in the wrong
molecular biology has led to your existence. direction?The President of the United States
It is much like the debate over heaven and has said publicly that he thinks ID should be
hell: their chances of actually existing are taught alongside evolution. Many say that
slim, yet to most people it is better than the
giving children the option to choose which
alternative-eternal darkness in a box six they believe is a better idea; but when one
feet deep.
of the options is fact and the other can only
Luckily, there have been national headlines allude to an ideal, I don't believe my child
over recent moves by ID supporters mainly, should be presented false information.
the legal arguments that they should have a
I am not anti-Christian, and I was raised
to
teach
Intelligent
for
most ofmy life in the church learning the
right
Design in public
schools. Any parent who has their head on Bible. Despite that, many believe, there is a
difference between being a good Christian
properly shouldrealize that this is an alarming situation for multiple reasons.
and being a knowledgeable person. With a
First, there is the fact that our country level of common sense, anybody should be
was founded on the basis of separation of able to see that opening up the debate and
church and state. As American government showing our youth that Intelligent Design
becomes distressingly more based on supeven exists as an issue is a step backward for
posed-Christian values, giving up the sepascience, and a step backward for humanity
ration of church and state especially on a as a whole.
-

-

-

The Uw's admissions creates opportunities
La
n Padgett
padgett 1 @seattleu. edu

I remember being a high school
senior and sweating bullets. I was
volunteering at a local elementary school, writing for the school
newspaper and 1 played in the
band. Although my experiences
as a wholesome teenager were
both rewarding and engaging,
my thoughts were focused on the
elusive scholarship. I wanted to
get into college, and since I am
a horrible test-taker and my SAT
scores were an embarrassment, my
extracurricular activities carried
me through the selection process.
I was told by my college counselor that I had to get good grades
and high test scores to be even
considered for most universities.
Although my grades were quite

good, I was scared ofwhat I'd look
like on paper when my standardized tests came back. It upset me
that no matter how hard I worked,
there were kids who never studied
a day in their lives who easily
achieved the high test scores.
Most universities use a process
called the Admissions Index to
select its student body. With the
Index, a student could basically
be guaranteed admission if they
combined a GPA of 3.5 or higher,
and an SAT score of 1420, or if
they had a 3.8 GPA and a SAT
score of 1110.
The University of Washington
uses this Index, and also has an
internal "grid," which ranks students on a number of academic
and personal interests. This year
the UW is changing its admissions
process. Instead of automatically

accepting students with high GPAs
and test scores, UW is taking a
more "holistic" approach to admittance.
Applications for the fall of
2006 will be individually read
and evaluated. This process will
examine the life and experiences
of the late bloomer, those with
GEDs, and those from poorer
school districts.
"Holistic" to the UW means
leadership, extracurricular activities and overcoming adversity.
They will still review academic
achievement, but instead oflooking at the student as a trend, they
will look at them as a name and
a story. Many choose not to even
apply for college because they feel
they will be rejected. The cost of
textbooks alone is intimidating.
A more personalized selection

process will benefit those who
otherwise do not have the faith to
apply to a large public university.
I applaud their efforts to extend
their admissions past an "A" in
art class. We need a more diverse
academic community, and to see
education not as an elite privilege,
but as a right for everyone who is
passionate enough to desire higher
education. This will give hope to
those who perhaps, for reasons
outside their control, were not able
to apply before.
The new application process is
for the first child in the family to
attend college. It is for those with
special needs or disabilities, for
those of color from low-income
school districts and for those who
simply gave up and want a fresh
start. It is for the broaderAmerican
community.

I just read the Hurricane Katrina issue
and as I was reading it I really started to
get pissed off. It seems like every article
centered on "inequality" and "racism" in
New Orleans as the main problem of the
hurricane.
What 1 feel like they missed was that
the hurricane itself was not racist. Katrina
destroyed everything, it didn't care if it was
the house of a white family or the house of
a black family or a white-ownedbusiness or
a black-owned business; she just destroyed
everything. Granted the response by the
federal level was horrible, but it was horrible
at the local level as well.
As a native New Orleanian I can tell you
that the New Orleans local government is
predominantly African American, not white.
This was not a "let's evacuate whitepeople"
scenario as it seems to now be painted. It
was really rib surprise to me to see that there
were more black people stranded than white
people for two reasons: first, there are more
black people in New Orleans than white
people, and second, many of the poor in
New Orleans are black, but believe me there
is no lacking of poor people in Louisiana.
While there may be concentrated poverty in
the New Orleans' black community, there
is massive amounts of poverty amongrural
whites all over .Louisiana; visit Zachary or
Houma, Louisiana, and tell me that many
of those people are well off; they certainly
are not. I do not want anyone to be poor
or homeless, but people are. Many white
people are. Many black people are. Many
Southerners are.
The worst flooding was in two areas:
Lakeview and the lowerNinthWard. Lakeview is predominantly white and the lower
Ninth predominantly black. I know people
that lost everything and had to be airlifted
out in each. Both areas are destroyed. Not
thatI don't feel bad for the people that had to
leave their colleges in New Orleans and have
to reapply, but there are far worse problems
going on there.
I do not think anyone in this area really
realizes the long term effect ofthis situation.
So yes I am white and I come from a pretty
well-off family, but guess what? Nine of
the 11 houses ofmy family members were
either blown down or severely flooded. All
of the businesses my family members own
were either looted or destroyed completely.
Katrina didn't care that I was white. What
is my family supposed to do? Call the White
House, "Hi, we havenothing?" I don't think
that would work. Everyone down there is
screwed right now.
So until law school starts for me, I will be
in New Orleans with a hammer, using my
college degree to do construction work on
the homes ofmy family and friends. I think
The Spectator needs to take a larger view of
the problem before it just prints articles that
focus on one facet of the problem.
-

Alan Reyes

Letters to the Editor
The Spectator welcomes
mail at:

spectator@seattleu.edu
Submissions should be 300
500 words in length
-

Due to volume, not all letters can be
printed. The Spectator reserves the right
to edit and cut all submissions.
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Campus
Summer Study
Abroad, success
with students
Lisa Weitkemper
weitkemp@seattleu. edu
Fall Quarter started off full swing last month, but memories offun
times have stayed with those involved in diverse programs offered
by SU over the summer.
Multiple trips embarked during the summer of 2005. Approximately 175 SU students traveled abroad with faculty-led programs
to earn college credit.
"I've taken French since I was in kindergarten, so this trip was
like a dream come true for-me," said Melissa Plummer, a junior
political science major. "Standing on the river where 'Starry Night'
was painted or in front of the Night Cafe gave me chills."
Two of the courses offered were "Americans in Paris" and "Writers Workshop in Ireland," both taught by Edwin Weihe, chair of the
English Department.
Students had the option of taking the Paris course either to satisfy
the University CORE Interdisciplinary requirement, to fulfill an
English/Creative Writing major elective or as a general elective.
Students were not required to know the French language to participate in the program. While in Paris, students studied the rise of
modernism in Europe from the perspective of both impressionist
and expressionist. Besides attending museums and art galleries,
they also visited Picasso's studio on Montmartre.
"The France study abroad course this past summer was similar
to courses in previous years in that our time was divided between
Paris and the south ofFrance," Weihe said. "Over the past several
summers, our class has visited Aries, St. Remy, Avignon, Aix-enProvence, Antibes and Nice."
After spending three weeks in France, Weihe was ready to
move on for another two weeks in Ireland, leading that program
as well.
"Since its inauguration in 1994, the Writers Workshop in Ireland has often convened on the rugged southwest coast," Weihe
sSHiI. "This past summer, the course, which had a special literary
focus on Joyce and Yeats, took place in Dublin and in and around
Galway."
A few students were able to go on both trips with Weihe, flying
directly from Paris to Dublin to meet their next set of classmates.
"The time the class spent in Paris and Aries flew by, and before I
knew it, I was on a plane to Ireland," said junior Rebecca Reynolds,
English/Creative Writing major. "The Paris class ended, and the
next day the Ireland class began."
Weihe is optimistic that the courses will continue like they always
have. Current students who may be interested should keep an eye
out for flyers advertising the classes around campus.
"At this point it's likely the Paris and Ireland courses will be offered again next summer, though timing and course details will not
be worked out until late in fall quarter," Weihe said. "The English
and the philosophy departments also co-teached a popular course
in Italy every summer."
Fr. Jerry Cobb, SJ, instructed the Italy class with Dr. Michael
Andrews, director ofFaith and Great Ideas.
The students traveled to Rome, staying at a hotel in the center of
the city. On weekends, many small groups traveled to other destinations within the country.
"It was a wonderful trip from start to finish," Cobb said. "In
Florence, we lived in a convent with some wonderful sisters. One
student came up to me and said, 'Fr. Cobb, I think I could find God
here.'"
Other students traveled to CostaRica for the laboratory portion of
a biology class taken spring quarter of the previous academic year.
The course was taught by associate professor, Brenda Bourns.
"The group started the program at the educational center Rancho
Mastatal located in the Pacific lowlands of central Costa Rica,"
Bourns said. "This year the group seemed to see the majority of
animals on our identification cards. We saw toucans, bats, sea turtles,
scarlet macaws, poisonous dart frogs, blue morpho butterflies, gigantic crocodiles, snakes, lizards, sloth, and monkeys."
Students took numerous other study abroad trips over the summer, including the Psychology Department's visit to Austria and
England, the Nursing Program inBelize and the History Department
traveled to China.
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SU hosts technology conference
Alex Seroff

seroffa@seattleu.edu
On Thursday, Oct. 6, Seattle
University hosted to a wide variety of professors and exhibitors
from around the country who
participated in the SU Connects
2005 program, a daylong technology event held in the Student
Center.
SU Connects is an event focused on using technology to
teach college courses in userfriendly ways. Two guest speakers, Dr. Charles Dziuban and
Father Rick Malloy, SJ, focused
Kyle Smith
on the benefits and necessity of
McMurray,
system
the
use
of
Albert
a
increasing
technology
engineer for Apple Eduin course work.
cation, demonstrated new applications for the PowAccording to the SU Connects erMac
G5 at SU Connects conference last Thursday.
website, Dziuban spoke about
the results of a nine-year study at
technology a topic of discussion for faculty and staff.
the University ofCentral Florida that evaluated "disWe need to know what [everyone] is doing in order
tributed learning for its impact on teaching, learning to do it better. This was a great conference."
and the institution's strategic directions."
SU Connects also had a large room filled with
Malloy, the other guest speaker, addressed the table exhibits from many different companies.
idea that technology must be used today to further
"They had vendors from key organizations like
the Jesuit mission for the same reasons that Matteo Apple, Microsoft, Dell [and] Toshiba to demonstrate
Ricci used the technology of his time. Ricci utilized useful software and educational electronics," said
his advanced knowledge in science and mathematics Cumberland.
ofhis generation to bridge cultural relations between
Apple's booth featured various new technologies
China and the West. Malloy believes that the power that primarily dealt with podcasting, the uploadof technology can be used to further the works of ing of audio from an iPod to a website. Also at the
faith, justice and love.
booth was RSS feeds, a technology several years
There were also eight speakers from Seattle Uniold but just now becoming popular. It removes ads
versity who covered topics ranging from group work and photos from a webpage and displays simply the
on ANGEL, the online service that Seattle University text in a more organized display.
utilizes in many courses, to the use of media and
Prentice Hall's table boasted savings for students
related software in classrooms.
through a new website called SafariX, which sells
Dr. Sharon Cumberland, an English professor and online subscriptions to textbooks for 20 weeks. The
Dr. Jacquelyn Miller from the History Department, company claims that it can save the student up to half
gave a session about the use of general and docuthe cost of books if all textbooks were read directly
mentary filmmaking as a student assignment and to from the Web.
record student assignments.
There were also representatives from groups that
Cumberland also organized a conference in 2001 support the increased use of technology for courses,
entitled "New Media in Old Disciplines," which including the Association of Jesuit Colleges and
allowed SU faculty and students to connect across Universities (AJCU).
the colleges at Seattle University and share ideas of
"We support [the initiative of] 28 Jesuit universihow to use technologies.
ties to put courses online. We support faculty devel"It was a very successful conference, but nothopment, teacher development and teaching online,"
ing further had been done in this direction, until SU said Dr. Kathleen Snyder, director of curriculum
Connects," said Cumberland. "I was delighted that development for JesuitNET, an organization associour IT department took the lead to make educational ated with the AJCU.

New program gives students a voice
Jessica Swanson
swans on 1 @seattleu. edit

To empower Seattle University
students, Campus Ministry is starting a new program called "Truth to
Power Party."
On the first Friday ofevery month,
students are welcome to the Student
Center hearth to write letters to church
leaders, politicians and corporate leaders regarding issues that are important
to them.
Dan Moriarty of Campus Ministry
came up with the idea for "Truth to
Power."
"The general idea is to give people
an opportunity and make it easy for
them to write letters to people in
power, to share their feelings and their
opinions," Moriarty said. "Part ofit is
based on the idea that incongressional
offices, they get seven letters on the
same topic, it goes on the legislator's

agenda."
Each month, Moriarty and others
from Campus Ministry pick topics,
usually one local and one international, to write about.

"The general idea is
to give people an opportunity and make
it easy for them to
write letters to people in power."
-Dan Moriarty
Students meet at noon and are given
information on the topics, a sample
letter, pens, paper, envelopes and
stamps and are set free to discuss the
topic with each other and write letters

until 1:30 p.m. Refreshments are also
provided to those participating in the
event.

A curveball was thrown at the first
gathering on Oct. 7, where the intended topic was a pending documentfrom
the Vatican barring gay men from the
priesthood. However, that morning,
Moriarty discovered a report that the
documentwas not going to completely
prohibit gay priests but only put restrictions on their priesthood.
Moriarty hopes that the "Truth to
Power Party" will help affirm SU
students and their beliefs.
"You've registered your position,
even if it's a minority position. You've
made it clear where you stand," Mo"Each meeting may not
riarty
turn the tide on one issue, but it will
foster a habit of being engaged that
I think would ultimately make a big
difference in the way things work in
the world more generally."
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Jazz band revived after years of absence
Megan Peter
pete

1193@seattleu. edu

It has been over 10 years since
Seattle University has had a jazz
band on campus after its last jazz
band was cut in 1993 due to downsizing in the music department.
Carol Clay, chair of the Fine Arts
Department has been trying for the
last several years to find a way to
revive the program. Last spring she
sent out an e-mail to gauge interest
in the program and received 150
responses to the program.
She then approached Garfield
High School's band director, Clarence Acox about starting a jazz
program. At first, they merely
talked about ways the university
could start the program, but after
Acox found someone to take over
for him at Garfield, he signed on
for the project.
Acox is originally from New
Orleans, where his first instrument
was the piano. He moved onto the
drums in the eighth grade.

"I think that [jazz] is America's
main contribution to the world,
and I listened to jazz because that
is what was around where I was
growing up," explained Acox about
his love for the music.
It was after he graduated from
Southern University in Baton
Rouge, La. that he moved to Seattle
in the 1970s to help rebuild the
music program at Garfield.
"We are very proud and excited
to have on board Clarence Acox
as director of the jazz band," Clay
said. "Acox is an iconic figure in
Pacific Northwest jazz."
Along with his work at Garfield High, Acox has also won
numerous awards for his own jazz
music and was named the national
Educator ofthe Year by Down Beat
magazine in 2002.
Acox shares the excitement of
the rest of department about the
jazz band starting up again.
"This is a very exciting time for
the SU Fine Arts Department, because it's been a long while since

they've had fa jazz program]," he
said.
Tryouts for the Seattle University jazz band were held in late
September, and a group of 16 musicians was formed: five saxophones,
three trombones, four trumpets,
piano, bass, drums and guitar.
"We plan to build and grow and
go further to the next level," said
Acox. "Right now we are just getting used to each other, getting used
to playing jazz music again. We are
just playing right now to get back
into the swing of things."
It is only the second week of
practice and while the kinks are
still being worked out, the musicians are trying their best at something they like to do.
"I was excited when I heard
about the jazz band last spring
when the e-mails had been sent
out," said John Borges, sophomore
pre-major. "I played in a jazz
band all through high school and
I haven't gotten to play since then
because there had not been one

Well-known defense lawyer
gives law students advice

Joey Anchondo

Defense lawyer Gerry Schwartzbach visted the School of Law
and spoke to students about his

work for defendants' rights.
Lauren Padgett
padgett 1 @seattleu. edu
This past week Seattle University School of
Law invited famed California defense lawyer
Gerry Schwartzbach to speak to students. He
made headlines across the country this year
when his client, actor Robert Blake was acquitted of the murder of his late wife, Bonnie
Lee Bakley.
Schwartzbach is also well known as an advocate of defendant rights, and is mentioned
in the Woodward/White publication "The Best
Lawyers in America." He has been a defense
attorney for 34 years and has what many consider a brilliant resume under his belt.
Though defense lawyers have a reputation
for being less than respectable, Schwartzbach
maintains a sense of honesty and integrity in
his work. Innocent until proven guilty is not
always the case when the media are involved,
and the public tends to hand out sentences
before the verdict is handed down.

"Never accept anything at face value,"
Schwartzbach maintained. One of his most
high-profile cases was winning justice for
Glenn Buddy Nickerson, who spent 18 and a
half years in prison after being wrongly accused of murder.
Schwartzbach fought hard for Nickerson's
acquittal, and has passionately advocated for
the rights of defendants in murder cases. In
1978, he won a California Supreme Court ruling that all California felony defendants have
a right to a preliminary hearing. He challenged
the Supreme Court in 1982 for the rights of
capital murder case defendants to have two
court-appointed lawyers.
During the successful defense of a woman
charged with murder in a 1981 San Francisco
trial, he helped bring the Battered Women's
Syndrome Defense into acceptance. Schwartzbach is the recipient of the Skip Glenn Award
in recognition of his outstanding service to a
criminal justice client. "You folks don't know
me, but it would be wrong to mistake my civility for weakness," Schwartzbach stated.
He was invited to speak to SU all week and
visited several classes, offering his insights
and experiences of being a trial lawyer. Included in his small lecture circuit was a large
presentation titled "Planning and Preparing the
Cross-Examination: An Afternoon with Robert
Blake's Attorney, M. Gerald Schwartzbach."
In a class discussion titled "So You Want to
be a Lawyer," he emphasized the importance of
character and honesty over trial victories.
"You have a brain. Do yCu have a heart? A
conscience?" he asked law students.
"I learned early on it is more important to be
respected than to be liked," Schwartzbach said.
"I never lie to the court. Robert Blake trusted
me professionally and personally... I decided
[that at the end of his trial] I would be the same
lawyer that I was before."
Though Schwartzbach has argued some
infamous defense cases, he spent many years
working for those who could not even afford
a personal lawyer.
"I wouldn't be [at SU] if it weren't for Robert
Blake. Defending him does not define who I
am. [For a majority of my career] I worked
pro bono defense for poor African Americans.
I'm getting a bunch of attention now, and I
feel strongly about [our justice system]. To
share that is something I'm not going to turn
down."

Joey Anchondo

Students led under the direction of Clarence
Acox practice "What a Fool Am I" for the recently
formed jazz band.
last year."
So far there are only three jazz
band performances scheduled for
the year. Each will take place
the last Monday of every quarter
in Pigott Auditorium. Admission
is free for SU students. As time

passes Acox would like to expand
the range of the performances.
"As we develop I would like to
do performances outside of the
campus, but it will take time for
us to develop our repertoire," he
said.

Soup with substance addresses
hunger and homelessness
Jessica Swanson
swans on 1 @seattleu. edu
Originating over a decade ago, "Soup
with Substance" is a semimonthly
meeting based on the "Catholic worker
tradition of hospitality, simplicity, and
engagement in social justice," said Dan
Moriarty of Campus Ministry.
Seattle University students and
faculty meet, share a meal of vegetarian soup and discuss important issues
every other Wednesday.
"It's specifically a way for people to
explore how their faith informs their
approach to the world and justice issues; to consider those issues in that
particular context in sharing with a
community of people who have shared
concerns. I think the context is really
important, the fact that we start with a
prayer, we have a shared meal," said
Moriarty.
Jen Hecker, the national director
of the Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness, spoke at the first Soup
with Substance on Oct 3. She presented
statistics about homelessness and encouraged attendees to get involved in
November's conference.
The audience then divided into
two small groups and discussed more

intimately the issues of hunger and
homelessness.
Instead of just addressing issues,
Moriarty hopes that "Soup with Substance" will encourage students to get
involved.
"We try to always have some way
of suggesting [how] people can get
involved and follow through so that the
conversation can lead to action or more
direct engagement," Moriarty said.
Previous issues have included race,
poverty, peace and last year's tent city.
Moriarty looks forward to a brand new
year of "Soup with Substance."
"It's exciting every year to>fltee a
community form of people that come
regularly and look forward to this
chance to share and grow together in
their understanding of, and engagement in, issues of social justice," he
commented. "At the same time, I hope
that a diverse [group] of people will
come and check out what happens
at 'Soup with Substance.' The more
diverse the gathering, the richer the
conversation."
"Soup with Substance" meets every
other Wednesday in the Stimpson
Room in theLemieux library. The next
program will take place on Oct. 26 at
12:15 p.m.

Megan Peter

Christina Forbes, senior communication major, shared
her experience of a homeless man being turned down
for a discount card at a supermarket because he did not
have a telephone number.
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Reports

•

SU may not maintain a police force

CPS is an in-house security organization
CPS is oriented towards crime prevention and
physical security
CPS officers DO NOT have arrest authority
Responsibility of law enforcement response,
investigation and police reporting on campus lies
with the Seattle Police Department
CPS officers DO NOT have the authority for
search and seizure
•

•

•

•

•

Services provided by Campus Public Safety:

First Aid and CPR response
Investigations and crime prevention services
Provide 24-hour campus facilities and grounds
security patrols
After-hours building admits and security es-

•

•

Man Follows Female
Student to Campus
Oct. 3, 2:10 a.m.
Public Safety received a call
Monday morning from a female
student who believed she was
being followed by an intoxicated
male onto campus.
They tried to contact him but
the unidentified male left campus before he could be reached.
The female student was escorted
home safely.
Drug Paraphernalia

Found Near Bookstore
Oct. 4, 8:40 a.m.
A staff person reported finding
a small bag with paraphernalia
pipes and an empty plastic bag
near the bookstore annex.

•

Water Balloon Attack
Oct. 4, 8:30 p.m.

•

corts

Coordination of police, fire, and emergency
medical response
Crisis and disaster first response
Emergency messaging service
Jump-starts for vehicles
Arranging vehicle-unlock services
•

•

•

•

•

Security policies, services and procedures:
No absolute guarantee of individual safety or security of property is possible
Maintaining a level of security that is reasonable,
effective and relatively unobtrusive
•

•

H |1]H J
b

A transient person contacted
Public Safety, and reported
that students from the Campion
Tower were "shooting" water

balloons at him from approximately the 7th or Bth floor.
Five or six water balloons
almost hit the male while he was
riding his bike near the Broadway sidewalk.
Off-Campus Break-In
Oct. 5, 10:35 a.m.
An SU student reported that
approximately 10 days earlier
someone broke into her SUV
parked near her off-campus
home.
The student reported a car
stereo, CDs, her ID and other
belongings were taken. The
incident was reported to Seattle
Police.

Another Stolen Bike
Oct. 6, 10 a.m.

LSAT

GMAT

GRE

MCAT

DAT

Saturday, Oct 15th
(At UW Seattle Kaplan Center)
&

GRE & DAT: 9:ooam, GMAT: 9:3oam
OAT: 11:00am, LSAT: 11:30am
MCAT: 1:00pm, PCAT: I:3opm

Call or visit us online today to register!

1-800-KAPTEST
kaptest.com
Test Prep and Admissions

A student reported he hachtwo
bikes cable-locked on bike racks
in the garage. He claims he last
saw the bikes about a week ago,
and on Wednesday discovered
the cables were cut and the two
bikes gone. Combined, the
bikes were reported to be worth
about $100.

she was not in "medical danger,"
but should be monitored through
out the night, which was done
by RA.

Come On, Feel
Noise

Oh, What a

Night
Oct. 9, 1:15 a.m.
An RA reported an injured and

intoxicated female student. Public
Safety found the female student
withabrasions and a swollen nose.
Shereported falling while coming
home from a party off campus.
The RHD on-duty was contacted
and it was decided the student did
not need medical care.

the

Oct. 8, 1:50 a.m.
Public Safety was contacted
by an RA regarding a lot of noise
coming from a dorm room.
The RA contacted the occupants while Public Safety stood
in the hallway. The RA found
open alcohol in the room, and
both occupants under 21 years
of age.

Man Found
in Bushes

Do you have a
favorite Public

Safety officer?

Crawling

Do you have a
gripe with one of

Oct. 8, 2:15 p.m.

the officers?

A report was made of a man
crawling around in the bushes
on the west side of the Administration Building. Public Safety
contacted the male, who was not
associated with the university.

We want to
hear about it!

The male said he was hungover from partying the night

Send us

before. Public Safety warned
the trespasser and escorted him
from campus.

MAILS

ipectator@seattleu.edu
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Campus Public Safety (CPS) is not a commisioned
law enforcement agency. As a private institution in
the state of Washington, the following applies:

Keepin' it real in the blue
to protect me and you!

I

Seattle University Safety
and Security Information
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
LOCAL
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MAN SUES SEATTLE
ARCHDIOCESE

EVERETT, Wash. (AP) A Bellingham man has sued the Catholic
Archdiocese of Seattle, alleging it
allowed a priest assigned to an Everett
parish to sexually abuse him over 11
years starting in 1956.
The man, now 63, was identified
only as M.P. in the lawsuit filed Monday in Snohomish County Superior
Court.
The lawsuit alleges that the archdiocese knew or should have known
that the Rev. Edward Boyle was a
pedophile and itfailed to supervise the
priest. The archdiocese had no comment on the lawsuit.
Archdiocese spokesman Greg Magnoni said he was unaware ofthis particular allegation until now, although he
said there have been other allegations
against Boyle, who died in 1987.
-

TAZED MAN GETS APOLOGY/ MONEY FROM POUCE
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) The
city of Woodland has agreed to pay
$30,000 to a man who was repeatedly zapped by a police Taser during
a traffic stop.
■ The settlement closes a lawsuit filed
in U.S. District Court in January, said
Vancouver attorney Beau Harlan, who
represented Donald Ray Cross.
Cross, 34, was pulled overby Officer
Blayden Wall in May 2003. Cross was
driving with expired tabs and was arrested with a suspended license.
Cross, who had a 1992 conviction
for vehicular assault, was convicted
of driving with a suspended license.
-

A charge of resisting arrest was dismissed.
His lawyer said he hopes the settlement will result in more training and
supervision ofofficers.
Police Chief Rob Stephenson said
Wall's actions has been reviewed, although not in a formalinternal investigation. 'Ourfinding at the time was that
he acted properly," Stephenson said.
'

FORMER MICROSOFT
EMPLOYEE SENTENCED
SEATTLE (AP) A former Microsoft Corp. employee convicted
of stealing software from company
offices then selling it for personal gain
was sentenced Friday to two and a half
years in prison.
Federal prosecutors alleged Frank
Philips, 45, of DeSoto, Texas, used
his position as a Microsoft worker to
steal software, using the company's
internal ordering system to obtain large
amounts of it.
He then soldit on online auction site
eßay and to software retailers, making
more than $100,000 that he later used
for personal expenses, prosecutors
said.
Prosecutors said Philips started
working at the Redmond-based software maker in 2000, using a false
Social Security number.
In July, a jury convicted him of 10
counts of wire fraud and one count of
using a false Social Security number.
U.S. District Judge MarshaPechman
also ordered Philips to serve three years
of supervised release, pay more than
$666,000 in restitution and undergo
drug treatment.
-
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Monica (born Monica Arnold on October 24, 1980) made an unforgettable
debut on the music scene in 1995
with her Top Ten singles "Don't Take It
Personal" and "Before You Walk out of
My Life." Each selling over two-million
copies, the songs went platinum in a
flash! Monica is included in this
puzzle of celebrities who are known
by a single name.
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Pakistan quake victims scuffle for aid
Official estimates death toll at over 35,000
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Residents of the northern Pakistani town of Muzaffarabad, one of the towns that
was hit by Saturday's earthquake, try to collect some used clothes, given as aid by
charities, Tuesday Oct. 11, 2005.
MUZAFFARABAD, Pakistan
Earthquake victims scuffled
over badly needed food that arrived
Tuesday in the first aid convoys to
reach this devastated city. An army
official said the government estimated
that more than 35,000 people died, a
stark assessment that almost doubled
the official death toll.
That tollremained at around20,000
people, but a senior army official
close to the rescue operations said
government officials were estimating
that between 35,000 and 40,000 died.
The official asked not to be identified
because he wasn't authorized to disclose the estimate to journalists.
In the northern town of Balakot,
a French team on Monday rescued
at least five children buried in a collapsed school, Eric Supara, an official
at theFrench embassy in Islamabad,
said Tuesday.
U.S. military helicopters, diverted from neighboring Afghanistan,
helpedferry wounded people from the
wrecked city of Muzaffarabad, while
international rescue teams joined
searches during the waning days of
hope for finding survivors.
About 10 trucks brought by Pakistani charities and volunteersrumbled
into that city, where efforts by relief
workers to distribute aid turned
chaotic as residents scrambled for
handouts of cooking oil, sugar, rice,
blankets and tents.
It was the first major influx ofaid
since the monster 7.6-magnitude
quake struck Saturday morning,
destroying most homes and all government buildings in this city, and
leaving its 600,000 people without
power or water. Most have spent three
cold nights without shelter.
Two or three police looked on
helplessly as more than 200 people
raided a stock of food arranged by
relief workers at a soccer field near
Muzaffarabad's center one of six
designated aid distribution points.
(AP)

-

-

One man made off with a big sack
of sugar, another left on a motorized
rickshaw with a big crate of drinking
water.

wood.
President Gen. Pervez Musharraf
said his government was doing its
best to respond to the crisis.
"We are doing whatever is humanly
possible," Musharraf said. "There
should not beanyblame game.We are
trying to reach all those areas where
people need our help."
In Muzaffarabad, a doctor, Iqbal
Khan, said survivors were at risk for
diarrhea and pneumonia if drinking
water and other supplies did not arrive quickly.
In the Pakistani capital of Islamabad, rescuers continued digging
through theruins of a 10-story apartment building after pulling a woman
and child to safety. Asim Shafik, who
was assisting in rescue efforts, said
voices were heard in therubble, where
at least two dozen people died.

"Relief activity has started on a
massive level," said deputy city commissioner Masood-ur Rehman. He
said two army brigades would start
clearing roads and debris in the city
on Tuesday.
With winter just six weeks away,
the United Nations said 2.5 million
people in the worst-hit areas near the
mountainous Pakistan-India border
need shelter. The U.N. World Food
Program began a major airlift of
emergency supplies.
Pakistan army spokesman Maj.
Gen. Shaukat Sultan said a total of
30 helicopters, including eight U.S.
military choppers diverted from
the war in Afghanistan, would be
supplying food, water, medicine and other
items to quake victims.
Two more Germanand
four Afghan helicopters would arrive later
Tuesday, he said.
Even longtime rival
India planned to send
a planeload of food,
tents and medicine after Pakistan set aside its
often-bitterrivalry with
its nuclear neighbor
and said that it would
accept New Delhi's
aid. Islamabad, however, declined an offer
ofIndian helicopters.
On the Indian side,
the toll rose Tuesday
to 1,005.
Rescue teams, including Britons, GerRafiq Maqbool, STF
mans and Turks, used
high-tech cameras and Kashmiris weep after an earthquake
lifting gear to search for in Baramulla, 57 kilometers (36 miles)
survivors under piles north of Srinagar, India, Saturday
of concrete, steel and Oct. 8, 2005.
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University's
Coming Out
Week
Oct. 10-15
This week's events:
Thursday, Oct. 13
Seattle University's
Queer Side
Casey Atrium, 7 p.m.

Brad Lai, an SU student and volunteer for the Seattle Lesbian and
Gay Film Festival.

homosexuals.
Plourde would like to define a queer film
in a broader way.
"There are many things that make a film
the
queer. I think there is the context we put the
film in. That automatically makes the film
makes me
queer," he explained.
to
com"We do a sing-along every year. We show
films
that don't have gay or lesbian characIt makes me
ters in them per se. But I think the fact that
that
we present something that's fun and camp,
present it in a different way makes it queer.
-Brad Lai, senior communication
In other words, having the audience come
and be adrift with the film, sing along with
skills by hanging out with the movie-gothe film, and appreciate those camp aspects
ers," he said.
of it, makes it appropriate and makes it
"I always enjoy myself during the film
queer for the queer film festival."
festivals. I've also learned the importance
The Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film Fesof taking responsibility seriously. When
tival also tries to reach beyond the queer
you are committed to something, people
community.
According to Rachael Brister, festival
are going to count on you. Therefore, you
director, the Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film
need to try your best to do it."
Festival has outreach programs that work
As a movie lover, Brad has enjoyed many
with the broader community. It also has a
good movies at the film festival. As the film
lot of media coverage in mainstream papers
festival nears, he is getting prepared for this
to reach a large audience.
The collective hope is to sell out all shows
in order for the organization to continue.
Plourde and Brister also want to create
opportunities for people to enjoy films,
especially at its 10th anniversary.
"The primary goal is for people to have a
good experience, to come see these films. I
hope people will like these films and want
to come back to the film festival. I want
people to see something new and unique.
That means something," said Plourde.
The Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA) is another queer group on the SU campus, which
plays a role in bridging the gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transsexual community and
straight allies together.
Michael Mage, president of the GSA and
a junior fine arts/digital design major, thinks
the festival provides a great opportunity for
people to go out into the world and enrich
their experience.
"To the gay community, a lot of it [the
Courtesy: Seattle Lesbian Gay Film Festival
film festival] is the celebration in terms of
One of the festival's traditions is the annual sing-a-long; this year's
who we are and our struggles. Many movies
are
very poetic and deep, and really convey
film is "ABBA: The Movie."
and help people understand what queer
event again. Yet perhaps the film festival
lssues.
culture is all about," said Mage.
films.
"When it focuses on a particular group
more
than
The
club
is
now
on
some
provides something
just
working
getting
involved
the
festival
makes
the
fesof
in
film
join
people, it's really important, given its
free
tickets
for
SU
students
to
"Being
me feel connected to the gay community. It tival. The group is also planning on going visibility. I think it's valuable and a great admakes me feel that 1 belong," said Brad.
to some of the films together.
dition to the gay community," he added.
To celebrate its 10th anniversary, the
"One of the reasons we are being here is
The Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film Festifilm festival this year is extended to 10 that students who are queer or interested in val is certainly meaningful to the gay comdays, spanning two weekends. About 150 queer issues, they don't have to feel alone munity. It perhaps also has significance for
films will be shown within 70 programs at in educating themselves. We are here as the entire city.
"For the straight culture, I think it's to
eight different venues, including Cinerama a group to provide a kind of social atmoTheatre, Harvard Exit Theatre and the sphere," said Maxim. "So some people who their advantage in terms of saying: look
Broadway Performance Hall.
are interested in seeing these movies but are at this rich and vibrant city that we have
The festival is also screening three films scared to go on their own can join us."
and ultimately we accept everyone," said
for only three dollars. "Beautiful Thing"
The Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film FesMage.
"Seattle is a fairly accepting city of the
tival doesn't just show films that are about
will be the first film screened. "The Incred-

"Being involved in
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(continued from page 1)
Since the first Seattle Lesbian and Gay
Film Festival nearly a decade ago, the
festival has grown amazingly. It is now
the largest homosexual film festival in the
Pacific Northwest. The number of staff
members and volunteers has increased, as
has the audience.
Brad Lai, a communication senior at
Seattle University, has great experiences
at the festival. He has volunteered for the
Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film Festival
since 2000.
This year he is an assistant press coordinator, responsible for the press screenings,
including keeping the screeners for the
media outlet on-track and arranging press
interviews with the guests.
"It keeps my life busy, but I really enjoy
doing it. I've met a lot of good friends during the film festivals throughout the years.
I've also learned first-hand communication

The

ibly True Adventure of Two Girls in Love"
is a lesbian romantic film also celebrating
its 1 Oth anniversary, and "Vanpool" features
a script reading of a queer sitcom. Also, on
the opening and closing nights, there will
be gala parties following the films shown
at Cinerama.
"The Seventies" and "Addressing Gender" are two highlights among the many
films in the festival this year. "The Seventies" includes films about or made during
the decade. For example, "Gay Sex in the
'70s" depicts what it was like to be gay in
the New York area in the 19705. "Addressing Gender" features movies dealing with
queer gender issues 'such as challenging
norms and identity transitions.
Sacha Maxim, a sophomore pre-law and
women's studies major at Seattle University, is the president of the Triangle Club,
a club aiming to empower and educate gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transexual, transgender,
intersex and straight allies on campus.
She thinks that the film festival is a good
opportunity to educate people about queer

&

This will be an opportunity
for students to better acquaint
themselves with the many
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transexual and intersex groups on
campus. There will be snacks,
refreshments and plenty of
information!

Saturday, Oct. 15
Divine Dance Night!
at the Student Center
Leßoux Room
9 p.m. -12 a.m.
This dance is open to all students who have a craving to
do some Saturday night dancing. Admission is free and
there will be refreshments,
great music and prizes. Music
will be provided by Seattle
University's very own DJ
Straight A's (Alvin Mangosing) and DJ Kid A. Whether
you're gay, straight, student
or friend you are invited to
join in the fun.
For more information contact:
Sacha Maxim
maxims@seattleu.edu

"For the straight culture, I
think it's to their
advantage in terms of saying: look at this rich and
vibrant city that we have
and, ultimately; we accept

everyone."
-Michael Mage, junior
FINE

arts/digital DESIGN

gay culture. For those people who are not so
accepting, I think whether or not they attend
any of these films themselves, the visibility
of an event of this nature is important for
people to ultimately change their hearts and
minds and become more accepting of one
or another."
The Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film Festival is from Oct. 14 to next Sunday, Oct.
23. Out of 150 options, you can choose to
watch films from all over the world.
You can also enjoy different types of
films such as movies, documentaries, and
short movies.
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Film Festival Covers Wide Range of Controversial Issues
focus surprisingly shifts from physical action
to verbal communication. Each character is
battling their own demons, and all are brought
to the forefront as the film progresses. "Show
Me" battles with many complex issues selfdestruction, depression, and sexual identity;
despite this, none of the characters is very
likable and cannot seem to express emotions
without seeming awkward. Though character
development lacks, the suspense builds early
on and doesn't let up until the credits roll. The
film gets more and more intense, reveling in a
twisted plot line and dark undertones.

Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seatttleu. edu
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu

-

The 10th annual Seattle Lesbian and Gay
Film Festival runs from October 14-23, and
this year, festival directors have more than
900 films planned for the ten-day extravaganza taking place at movie theaters across
Seattle. The 2005 festival includes some
particularly enticing films that focus not only
on gays and lesbians, but also on culture and
sexuality in general, and how the individual
person relates to both.

Wilby Wonderful
Directed by: Daniel Maclvor
Made in Canada (2004); 99 minutes
Screening: Wednesday, Oct. 19, 7:30 p.m.
Harvard Exit Theatre

The Education of Shelby
Knox
Directed by: Rose Rosenblatt and Marion
Lipshutz
Made in USA (2005); 76 Minutes
Screening: Sunday, Oct. 16, 12:00 p.m.
Harvard Exit Theatre

"How should things be?" Duck McDonald
(Callum Keith Rennie) asks Carol French
(Sandra Oh) in the charming "Wilby Wonder"Show Me": A dark and chilling psychological drama.
ful," setting the stage for a film laden with
This film chronicles young, Texan demostereotypes and those who defy them. Directed
crat Shelby Knox throughout three ofher four
School board meetings begin with a deep prayer. Students
Daniel
the film features a cast ofCanadian greats
Maclvor,
high school years as she tries to convince the public school repeat as fact that most homosexuals die by the age of 40 by
who,
while
not
gaining much exposure in the United States,
in a conservative Southern town to teach comprehensive and young children not even in middle school are seen carsexual education.
rying signs that say "AIDS cures fags." "Sex Ed" even goes are still notable actors.
"Wilby Wonderful" is a day-in-the-life type film about a
As the story progresses, Knox becomes exposed to and so far as to suggest that students give up their future and get
a GEDrather than attend a school teaching any form of sex small Canadian community and how the residents interact
eventually advocates for acceptance of the Gay Straight Alliance (GSA) at her school.Knox is straight and is introduced education other than abstinence. Coming from a tolerant city with one another: a teenage girl (Ellen Page) battles intimacy
in the movie by taking a vow of chastity until marriage. She like Seattle, one cannot help but be shocked at how different with her boyfriend; a realtor (Oh) puts on a false face to sell
does at times appear to be the only level-headed individual things are in Texas.
her idea ofperfection; a man (James Allodi) struggles to find
As the film progresses, the focus shifts from Knox's advoin a town that is plagued by a motto her Cadillac driving,
a location where he can kill himself in peace.
Republican father repeats more than once throughout the cacy to her personal turmoil. Some excellent scenes show her
As the townspeople become aware that homosexuality lurks
film: "God, Family, Country in that order."
reflecting on what exactly the values ofChristianity are ifthey
closer to home than they had imagined, plot twists ensue and
Knox is portrayed throughout the movie as a typical high allow such hate to be preached, to her questioning her own
the characters become more and more ridiculous.
school student. She cries when losing an election for the religious faith. At a time when many Christians are feeling
that wrong things are done in the name of religion, Shelby
Mayor ofYouth Commission to an especially hateful character; she cuddles her dog and laughs with her parents around Knox serves as an emblem of their sentiments.
the dinner table. Yet when it comes down to what matters,
Knox will be visiting Seattle on Oct. 16 for the film's
she has her convictions and holds strong to them.
showing at the Harvard Exit Theatre and be interviewed
The film is directed by Rose Rosenblatt and Marion on SU's student radio station KSUB. Some might call her
Lipshutz and shows scenes ofKnox sitting down for interan idealist. Others might say she is a young champion for
views with some particularly intimidating individuals. For the oppressed. Whatever view you take, "The Education Of
example, Ed Ainsworth (aka "Sex Ed") is a youth pastor Shelby Knox" is an insightful and enjoyable film that should
who exclusively preaches abstinence. He makes claims not be missed, especially ifpolitically-charged Knox will be
there to answer questions.
-

Bachelor Farmer
Directed by: Michael Culpepper and Nikki Draper
Made in USA (2005); 58 minutes
Screening: Friday, Oct. 21, 7:30 p.m.
Broadway Performance Hall

"The Education of Shelby Knox":
Sex-ed in Lubbock,Texas.

Though it is less than an hour long, this slow-moving
documentary appeals to all the senses. As it chronicles the
coming-out of gay men and women in the rural Idaho town
ofKendrick (with a population ofless than 400), it seems like
such a film would be loaded with hate and oppression, but
there are humorous aspects to be found in how the characters
portray themselves and how rural America continues to function in an almost primitive manner. The characters are not as
flamboyant as they could be in a city like Seattle, and they
know that while at least some of the people in the community
support them, theirhomosexuality should not be what defines
them. Though prejudices andfear from small-townfolk prove
to be a struggle for the characters, they keep their hopes high
and self-images strong. "Bachelor Farmer" is an interesting
look into an aspect of life not glimpsed by many.

Show Me
that pre-marital sex will ruin every aspect of your life, and
that homosexuality will get you a spot in hell. However, he
doesn't seem to have a problem laughing with an underage
drunk about youth alcoholism during one of his parking lot
sermons.
"The Education ofShelby Knox" will shock most Seattle
residents simply when they see how Knox's town functions.
Lubbock, Texas, with a population of less than 200,000, is
not the most accepting place to live.
"There may be some democrats here," Knox's mother says
at one point. "We just don't know any of them."
Billboards make clear the city's pride in being pro-life.

Directed by: Cassandra Nicolaou
Made in Canada (2004); 97 minutes
Screening: Sunday, Oct. 16, 7:00 p.m.
Harvard Exit Theatre
Pot smoking and self-mutilation only scratch the surface
of the Canadian film "Show Me," a 2004 thriller directed by
Cassandra Nicolaou, who will be in attendance at the screening. The film follows three individuals locked away in a rural
cottage as they delve deeper into their own psyches. Jenna
(Katharine Isabelle) and Jackson (Kett Turton) kidnap Sarah
(Michele Nolden) and bring her to a remote area where the

"Bachelor Farmer" looks at gay
culture in rural Idaho.
Venue Information:
Broadway Performance Theatre
1625 Broadway- (206) 325-3113
Capitol Hiil Branch of the Seattle Library
425 Harvard Avenue East- (206) 684-4715
Cinerama
2100 Fourth Avenue- (206) 441-3080
Harvard Exit Theatre
807 East Roy Street- (206) 323-8986
Northwest Film Forum
1515 12th Avenue- (206) 329-2629
Ticket Information:
Students- $6, available at the box office.
Advance Tickets- $9, available at Ticket
Window or Ticket Ticket outlets.

For complete listing of movie times:
http://www.seattlequeerfilm.com
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Upcoming Home Games

Athletics
Redhawks

split

SPU

Wymer, Leah

Smith, Cassy

Volleyball
Thursday, Oct. 13 @ 7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 15 @ 1 p.m.

Season Goal Leaders

8

7
6
5

Friday, Oct. 14 @ 5 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 15 @ 1 p.m.

doubleheader

Season Goal Leaders
Wilson, Jasmine
Porter, Ashley

Men's and Women's
Swimming

VS.

Weaver, Cameron
Chursky, Alex
McAlister, Bobby
Thomas, Pat

7
7
5
3

SPU capitalizes on women in second half Men remain undefeated against rivals
Nick Lollini

team, it was the second halfthat contained
The Redhawks had possession of the
Katie Musselman
all
of the action. Coining out of halftime
ball for the first half hour of the game
loUinin@seattleu.edu
musselma@seattleu. edit
tied at zero, the two teams entered the
as the SPU forwards found they were no
second
half
to
the
first
eager
put
points
Incomplete is one of the few words that
The Redhawks upheld tradition as SU match for the Redhawks' powerhouse
on
the
board.
can be used to describe the performance
defeated its crosstown rival, No. 9 ranked defense. "They've got good forwards and
SPU
their
to
capitalized
ability
on
score
of Seattle University's women's soccer
Seattle Pacific, 2-1 in its fifteenth Great we were disciplined at the back," said
first,
which
dealt
a
fierce
blow
to
the
inFewing. "Our attack and organization in
team in their match last Saturday against
Northwest Athletic Conference win.
crosstown rival and conference leader tensity and performance of the Redhawks.
"It's always a battle," head coach Peter the back won the game."
In the 58 th minute of the game, Tricia Fewing said of the riSeattle Pacific University.
While the women's team was able to Loomis of SPU crushed the ball into the val match. "This game
effectively hold pace and shut down upper right corner of the net from outside is a very intense game.
SPU's offensive drive in the first half, the box.
Both teams have a lot
"Their first goal was a great goal," said of talent, but we are
they watched their level of play deteriorate throughout the second half until Woodward.
"the better team."
After taking the lead, SPU went on the
they were able to reorganize and provide
As with any rival
a substantial amount of pressure late in offensive, which sent SU into a state of game, this match came
disarray.
the game.
with a great amount of
Despite what Woodward anticipation, especialcalled three of the best ly because Seattle has
defenders in the confernot lost to SPU since
ence, the Redhawks were
Oct. 19, 2000.
outrun, outscored, and
Although the 2-1
essentially outplayed, on score is indicative of
both sides of the ball after a close game, the RedJoey Anchondo
falling behind.
hawks were clearly in Goalkeeper Chris Sorensen warming up for the
SPU scored for the last control of the ball the SPU game.
time in the 78"' minute off whole 90 minutes.
of a confusing, slow-movThe first goal was scored 15 minutes
In addition to the two goals scored, the
ing ball, which floated Redhawks had two goals disallowed and into the game when Santa Maria Rivera
just over the fingertips were able to outshoot the Seattle Pacific took a pass in the left corner and sent it
of Seattle University's Falcons by a 23-12 margin in the win.
to Weaver, who was positioned to head
goalkeeper.
"We put a lot ofpressure on them," said the ball in the corner of the net for a 1-0
SU began to reorganize midfielder Cameron Weaver, who scored lead. In an almost identical play later in
and re-energize late in the the first goal of the match. "We didn't the first half, Weaver attempted to score
second half. Leah Wygive them a lot of time with the ball. We again, but the goal was disallowed.
mer bounced the ball off didn't let them do anything with it."
In the second half, Bobby McAlister
the feet of SPU's human
brought the score up to 2-0 in a play
wall, where it rolled to
frequently witnessed in last year's
Jasmine Wilson, who was
championship season.
positioned just outside
He received the ball just inside
the goal box, and was
the mid-field and drove it to the
able to redirect it for the
goal himself, weaving through the
Redhawks first goal of
defense. McAlister then shot the
the game.
ball just inside the right post of the
However, the goal with
box for a second goal.
just over two minutes re"We played the whole 90 minutes
maining did not give the
of the game," Weaver said. "From
women's team ample time
the beginning of the game to the
Becky Lawrenc
to apply their new found
end. We knew we were the better
Mickey Pelland and an SPU player vie for the
motivation and energy to
team. They had to stop us, we didn't
ball in the Oct. 8 match, which Seattle lost 2-1
score once more before
have to stop the other team."
time expired.
The score remained 2-0 until the
The Redhawks remain in second place
last minute of the game, looking
Seattle Pacific extended their own unbeaten streak to 50 games in Saturday's in the GNAC behind SPU, and are still
like a shutout. SPU finally broke
win, a record which includes only three three points ahead of Western Washingthrough Seattle's control in the
ton, the third,place team in the conferties compared to 47 wins.
last 34 seconds of the game when
Falcon player Daniel Carpenter
"We played an evenly matched first ence.
Seattle University will travel to Central
made an unassisted goal by sliding
half, but we lost our intensity, and didn't
the
fourth
team
in
Washington,
placed
a deflection back into the corner
the
second
said
Julie
perform in
half,"
Woodward, head coach of the women's GNAC, on Saturday for their next game,
of the box.
"We played very well," Fewing
team. "They're a great team, that's why and will look to improve upon their cursaid despite the goal. "I was very
they are the number one team in the rent record of (10-4-0, 4-2-0 GNAC).
"It was just an off day," said Woodpleased we came out and attacked.
conference."
ward. "We need to put together a solid Nick McCluskey slides for the ball in
While the first half featured an enerWe were there to win the game, not
sit back."
gized and well-playing Seattle University 90 minutes."
the match on Saturday.
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Second championship title just within grasp
A

NEW LINEUP BEGINS TO SHOW
RESULTS LEAVING NO ROOM FOR
ANY FUTURE LOSSES

Nate Zell

zelln@seattleu. edu
Two things hold true for any team that
wins a championship in sports: they have to
go out the next season with a bull's eye on
their back, and they have to discover their
new identity.
When training camp began for Seattle
University's men's soccer team in August,
there were some new faces. But for those
who returned, there was the memory of the
final game oflast season when they defeated
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville to win the
NCAA Division II National Championship.
Nine starters returned from the championship team, and expectations were higher than
ever as the team started the season with its
highest preseason national ranking at No. 2.
But in only theirsecond game ofthe season
the Redhawks fell to Cal State-Chico 2-1,
ending its unbeaten streak at 24 games.
Throughout the season it's been clear that
the Redhawks are a marked team. In a 2-0
loss at home to UC San Diego, the Tritons
packed 10 men in the box to keep down the
Redhawk attack.
After a 2-0 loss at Cal State Dominguez
Hills on Oct. 1, head coach Pete Fewing
switched the team's lineup around in the
hopes of sparking them into playing a more
consistent game. Aided by the return of defender Justin Miller after two years with a
broken leg, the Redhawks switched to a 3-4-3
formation for their Oct. 3 game against Cal
Poly Pomona. The result was a 5-2 victory.
Fewing and the Redhawks are hoping the
new formation can spark more offense from
the likes of Bobby McAllister, the team's
leading scorer from a season ago, who has
been slow to start this season.
"With Bobby playing up front in the middle, we're asking him to come back and get
the ball, and give him more opportunities,"
Fewing said.

efited as much as anyone by the
new system, likes it.
"1 think we're playing well with
this formation. We're putting more
pressure on the other teams and
we scored the most goals we have
all season."
Another benefit of the new formation and the return of Miller is
that Santa Maria Rivera can now
return to his natural left wing
position where he gave SPU fits
throughout the game.
"Santa can run forever; he has
incredible fitness. One of the great
benefits is that he can not only,
get up the field, but can also drop
back quickly on defense," Fewing
praised the senior who had converted to sweeper for last year's
championship run.
Another speed threat for the
Redhawks is Pat Thomas, a junior
who transferred from Incarnate
Word, the team SU beat in the
national quarterfinals 1-0 last
year. Thomas scored two goals,
added an assist in the win over
Humboldt, and saw considerable
playing time in the two most recent
Redhawk player Pat Thomas in the Oct. 9
home games.
match against Humboldt, a 6-1 victory for
Rivera, Thomas, and center midSeattle.
fielder Pat Doran will be key for
Opportunity is just what McAllister had the team if they are to continue their recent
hot streak.
early in the second half against Seattle Pacific University on Oct. 8, when he took the
As much as their balance has helped them,
ball from near midfield, bypassed a couple the Redhawks will still rely on McAllister
defenders and sent a rocket of a shot past when they need a huge goal. And though his
SPU goalkeeper Kellen Rosten for a 2-0 lead scoring has been down this season, Fewing
said that McAllister is close to being the same
in the match.
McAllister's
is
down
from
scoring
While
player he was last year.
"Bobby is one game away from being right
last year, a number of other players have
stepped up their scoring, mainly seniors Alex back on track. He's hit some rockets, but has
Chursky, Pat Doran and Cameron Weaver. hit some posts. He's close," Fewing said.
McAllister admits he hasn't been getting
Weaver had a hat trick Sunday in a 6-1 win
over Humboldt State and scored the first goal the breaks he got last year, but realizes that
the balance and support he's received from
against SPU.
his teammates is a good thing. "I'd definitely
Since the change in alignment, the Redhawks have scored 13 goals in three games rather have that [balance]. This is the deepest the team has been since I've been here.
while allowing four. Weaver, who has ben-

Redhawk's Notebook
Men's Soccer
The men's team spent a few days during theweek ofOct. 1
in Southern California, playing Cal. State Dominguez Hills
and Cal Poly Pomona. While they were down on their luck
and their scoring abilities at CSUDH, whom they've never
won against on Dominguez Hills' turf, they fared much better at Pomona. Their offense was back on track with a 5-2
win. The Redhawks got a late start in the game,but quickly
made up for it with three goals by Cameron Weaver in less
than four minutes, an "own goal" which should really be
credited to Nick McCluskey and John Fishbaugher. Alex
Chursky added another goal in the second half, and Hans
Esterhuizen scored his first goal as a Redhawk, closing the
match out with another Redhawk victory against Pomona,
making the record 6-0.
During the weekend of Oct. 8, the team made it to their
16th consecutive conference win, playing hometown rival
Seattle Pacific University in a 2-1 victory, and California's
Humboldt State University putting them to shame with a
6-1 victory, and Weaver garnering his first career hat trick
with three goals.
Up next, the Redhawks are scheduled to play a non-conference match against Notre Dame de Namur at Championship Field on Thursday, Oct. 13.

Women's Soccer
Matches played by the women's team in California
proved just as eventful with a 2-1 win against Humboldt
State in Areata, Calif, on Sept. 30. Ana Gutierrez scored
the winning goal, bringing SU to its third time scoring

DcOKy
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more than one goalagainst Humboldt, in their 14 match
history. Before the match on Sept. 30, SU hadn't won
against Humboldt in Areata since the 2000 season. Way
to go, ladies!
A shutout victory of 4-0 for the Redhawks was won
the following week against Western Oregon University
in Monmouth, Ore. Sophomore Ashley Porter scored
two of the four goals, with a total of seven for the season thus far. Goalkeepers Ashley Angerer and Kaitlyn
Jackson only had to make one save between the two of
them, making for an easy shutout.
In the recent match against Western Washington on
Oct. 6, the women's team once again produced a 2-1 win.
Senior Stephanie Kerns" goal in the 67"' minute of the
game was the deciding factor. Unfortunately, we weren't
as lucky on Saturday against SPU, losing 2-1.
The next match for the women's team will be on Oct.
15 against Central Washington University in Ellensburg,
Wash.

Volleyball
The volleyball team has proven to be unstoppable this
season, undefeated in the Great Northwestern Athletic
Conference (GNAC). On the first of the month, Haley
Bury led Seattle with eight kills, 10 digs and three aces,
to a victory against Saint Martin's at our own Connolly
Center.
The Oct. 6match against Northwest Nazarene in Idaho
resulted in another victory for the Redhawks, with Janeen
Fitzgerald hitting a .625 with 15 kills and no errors in
the middle set of the match. However, the team, ranked
eighth in the NCAA Division II Pacific Region, lost their
staying power on Oct. 8 against SPU, in a very close
match, losing 30-28 in the first and second games, and
30-27 in the third.
The girls are still playing in first place against Alaska-

Pat is so dangerous off the bench. He's just
as important to the attack as any of the starting forwards. We aren't just limited to our
starters."
Fewing clearly established the new lineup
to take advantage of the team's strengths,
speed and depth, both in number players getting big minutes and offensive weapons.
Whether it can take the Redhawks as far
as they want to go depends largely on how
consistent the team can play in the new formation. With four losses already, the team
cannot afford to lose again, and must hope
that by winning out and beating SPU a second
time they will jump into the top three teams in

"With five games left, the
Redhawks seem to have
found their identity...[and]
have the potential for a
high scoring offense that
could lead the team far into
the postseason if it gets the
chance."
the West Region to make the playoffs.
With five games left, the Redhawks seem
to have found their identity. With the surefooted Miller in the middle of the back line;
Thomas and Rivera running the wings; and
Doran in the center of things to feed McAllister, Chursky and Weaver, the Redhawks have
the potential for a high scoring offense that
could lead the team far into the postseason if
it gets the chance.
There are nine seniors on this year's team
with aspirations for a second National Championship. For now, SU has to go out and do
what they were able to do all of last year:
win games.
And as Fewing has stressed for the last two
seasons, it's one game at a time. The next
biggest game of the season is against Notre
Dame de Namur on Oct. 13 at 4 p.m.

Fairbanks to begin round two of the GNAC play, on
Thursday, Oct. 13.

Men's

Swimming

The men's swim team started off their season with a
bang in Spokane, winning nine out of 11 events against
Whitworth. Chris Coley got SU their first B-cut of the
season, narrowly missing an Aby 0.15 seconds. He beat
his closest competitorby nearly five seconds in the men's
100 butterfly, with a time of 50.41. Gordon Smith took
first place in the men's 100 and 200 freestyles, while
Corigan Bemis won the 100 backstroke and 200IM. Also
notably impressive, freshman Nathan Freeman took first
in the 1,000 freestyle with a time of 9:55.34.

Women's

Swimming

The women's swim team also took home the gold in
Spokane against Whitworth, winning seven of the 11
events. Erin Matthews placed first in two events, the 100
breaststroke and the 500 freestyle, sweeping two ofher
teammates: Ashley Best and Anna Vanha, respectively.
In the 100 breaststroke, Matthews finished with a time
of 1:10.12, with Best right behind her at 1:10.48. In the
500 freestyle, Matthews led Vanha with a time of 5:26.86
while Vanha clocked in at 5 :31.66.
The ladies also had four individual winners on the
team: Best with 2:17.58 in the 200 IM; Vanha won the
1,000 freestyle with a time of 11:12.54; Lindsay Gall
won the 50 freestyle with a time of24.97, and freshman
Saskia Washington won the 100 backstroke with a time
of 1:02.75.
Both the men's and women's teams will open thehome
portion of their season this Friday, Oct. 14 against Division I team University of Pacific.

Arts
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SAM hosts a rare and memorable show
Bonnie Hsueh

hsuehb@seattleu. edu
Confronted by the giant "Hammering Man" on First
Avenue, you know you're at one of the most fun places in
Seattle—the Seattle Art Museum, better known as SAM.

The famous "Hammering Man" statue in front

Today, the SAM is spread out into three different locations in the city: Seattle Art Museum
downtown, Seattle Asian Art Museum at Volunteer Park, and the soon to be Olympic Sculpture
Park on the waterfront.The overall goal for the
three branches is to connect art to life in the
Seattle community.
The collections and exhibitions at the SAM range
across time and cultures to
discover how the past and
present are connected. With
nearly 23,000 objects, the
SAM collections stretch from
ancient Egyptian and Greek
art pieces to works of contemporary Pacific Northwest
artists. Among the exhibits,
five collections are particularly strong—Asian, AfriJoeyAnchondo
can, Northwest Coast Native
while under construction.
currently
open
SAM
is
American, modern art and
European painting and decoStarting on Oct. 13, 2005, the SAM will house a rare exrative arts.
hibition titled "Louis Comfort Tiffany: Artist for the Ages."
The SAM is currently undergoing an This will be the last major exhibit before the SAM downtown
expansion which is expected to be comcloses for its expansion.
pleted in Spring 2007. The expansion will
Louis Comfort Tiffany, son ofCharles Tiffany, founder of
add 70 percent more space to the SAM Tiffany & Co., became world famous for his decorative glass
downtown. This will allow the SAM to art works by the end of the 19th century.
bring in larger-scale traveling exhibitions
"Tiffany was one of the most creative of the artist spirits of
to the community in the future.
his time," wrote architect Frank Lloyd Wright. "He took that
The Asian Art Museum is also closed at
spirit into craftsmanship and did some remarkably beautiful
the moment due to the re-roofing project things for any period."
and will re-open on Jan. 14, 2006.
This exhibition will present more than 120 of the fine paintThe SAM's Olympic Sculpture Park on
ings, furniture design, metalwork and glass objects by Louis
the waterfront is scheduled to open late Comfort Tiffany, organized by former Metropolitan Museum
next year. This 8.5-acre green will provide
ofArt curator Marilynn Johnson.
a chance to relax while enjoying the sculpThe exhibition will include a range of works from more
tures and a view of the city's mountains than two dozen museums, as well as pieces from private coland water. In the park, a 7,000-square-foot
lections. New material will also be shown as a fresh display
glass and steel pavilion will host exhibiof Tiffany's naturally beautiful touch.
tions, public programs, special events and
For a relaxing afternoon or a beginning to a fun night,
Joey Anchondo
a cafe. As a relatively young museum, the check out the Louis Comfort Tiffany exhibit at the SAM
of the SAM SAM seems to be striving.
downtown.

Netflix pulls ahead and plans to stay
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
It was only a matter of time before companies caught on to how the Internet could
further the laziness that Americans are notorious for. Now that almost 3/4 of the US
population has Internet access, it is only a
matter of time before virtually everything is
available online.
Many attempts have failed, but other are
going strong. Online grocery delivery store
WebVan was one of the failed attempts that
quickly went bankrupt. Music delivery services, where you order a CD online and a
company ships it to you that same day, have
come and gone. Since March, 11 states have
even had to ban websites that allow online
hunting.
But many successful startup companies
have made life easier on the individual while
making society reconsider their views on
traditional customs.
One such company, Netflix, Inc., started
up in April of 1998, when DVDs were a new
technology, gaining press as the potential
successor to VHS. Since then, what was the
first Internet DVD rental service, Netflix
has remained the most popular in the field,

despite advancements from rival companies.
Netflix currently services over three million
customers worldwide.
The process is simple: an individual signs
on to Netflix.com, browses through the more
than 50,000 DVD selections, adding thefilms
they want to rent to theirqueue. The next day,
depending on one's plan* a number of these
films are shipped out in a small envelope.
The rentals can all be kept as long as one
wants, but until one film is returned another
will not be sent.
To return movies, pop them back in the
pre-paid envelope and drop it in any mailbox.
In Seattle, the closest shipping station is in
Tacoma and takes about a day for films to be
received and returned.
Over the past year, more companies have
been keen on the online rental market. WalMart initially released their own service, but
soon teamed up as advertising partners with
Netflix.
Blockbuster advertises "Unlimited DVD
Rentals to your door for as low as $9.99,"
on their website.
Their prices have finally dropped to that
of Netflix—one film at a time is $9.99 a
month, two at a time (with a limit of 4 rentals a month) is $11.99 a month and three

films at a time for $17.99. However, Netflix
offers a wider range of plans stretching up
to eight films at a time for $47.99 a month.
Also, the website is easier to use and includes a selection of 10,000 more films than
Blockbuster.
Hollywood Video, with a location on Capitol Hill, does not offer online DVD rentals.
They charge $3.99 for five-day rentals ofall
new releases, VHS or DVD, and have a late
fee system that simply charges customers for
another five-day period ifthey do not return

"I think there's a convenience factor [to
video stores]," said Brandon Lanich, longtime employee at Seattle's legendary Scarecrow Video, located at 5030 Roosevelt Way
NE. "You can just walk in and get what you
want, and not have to wait with something in
queue for a long time," Lanich said.
Scarecrow has national recognition as one
of the top independent video stores and currently houses more than 60,000 films. Despite
their steep late fines and lack of unlimited
rental periods, Scarecrow Video still attracts
customers.

"I think there might always
be a market for something
that's just down the block."
-Brandon Lanich, Scarecrow Video employee
/

their films in time.
Netflix remains the prime selection of
internet DVD rentals for the economically
conservative college student, but should not
be expected to negatively affect the competing video stores.

"I think there might always be a market
for something that's just down the block,"
he said.
However, some students living in the
dormswould disagree and findNetflix a much
easier option than walking to the nearest Hollywood Video or Blockbuster.
"Netflix has the best selection, you are
shown recommendations from your friends,
and you know if a movie is in stock without
having to go anywhere," said sophomore
Dean Powell, business major and longtime
Netflix subscriber.
"When it comes to walking down the street
or logging on to the Internet for my movies,
the choice [Netflix] is clear."
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Entertainment

The Coffee Cud
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theORBIT

On and off campus events that'll make your we spin.
THURSDAY, 10/13

Tuesday, 10/18
Procupine Tree

Executive Speaker Event
w/ Mark Olson,
Federal Reserve
SU Pigott Auditorium
5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Free

Against Me! w/ Smoke
Fire, The Epoxies,

Moore Theatre (1932 2nd Ave.)
8 p.m.
$25, Ticketmaster

All-ages
Tortoise, Daniel Lanois

Neumo's (925 E. Pike)
8 p.m.
$19 Adv/$23 Drs, Ticketswest

or

The Soviettes
Neumo's (925 E. Pike)
8 p.m.
$12 Adv/$l4 Drs, Ticketswest

■

21+

Dropkick Murphys w/ Darkbuster, Ganggreen, Lost City
Angels

All-ages

Showbox (Ist & Pike)
Doors 7 p.m.
$20, Ticketswest

Drew Carey &
The Improve All-Stars
Paramount Theatre (911 Pine St.)
6 p.m. & 9 p.m.
$29.50-$49.50, Ticketmaster

All-ages

The Look, Matt Shaw w/

Throw Rag w/ Gogol Bordello
Chop Suey (1325 E Madison)
Doors 8 p.m.
$20, Ticketswest

Spacesuit

All-ages

El Corazon (109 E. Eastlake)
Doors 9 p.m./Show 10 p.m.
$5, Ticketswest
21+

WEDNESDAY, 10/19
Nada Surf w/ Say Hi To Your

FRI DAY, 10/14

Joey Anchondo

Rob La Gatta sips on Vita's finest to get through a long night.
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
Cafe Vita
One of the closest coffee shops to Seattle
University, Cafe Vita is a haven for the under-30 crowd, and a midday visit during the week is
unlikely to turn up anyone with graying hair.
There are two floors—the lower contains
the cashier, coffee, bathrooms and some tables
where friends can sit and talk while upstairs
students study, read or work online in a quieter
and better-lit setting.
Tables are small and easily moveable—regardless of whether you are alone or in a group
of 10, there is accessible seating as long as you
get there in time for it.
Flyer advertisements and tactful photographs
cover a wall, while good art exhibits are displayed as well. The staffis always knowledgeable and friendly.
Tall drip coffee: $1.65
Tea: $1.45
Double Shot Espresso: $2.25
House special —Morning Glory Chai: $3.10

Coffee Messiah
Coffee Messiah, appropriately located
alongside the Pipe Shop, Holy Smoke, and
Apocalypse Tattoo on Capitol Hill.
The religion theme doesn't end with the
trio of shops or the name: Coffee Messiah is
adorned with crosses and religious paraphernalia. Though the customers tend to be young
and full of eclectic piercings, the atmosphere
within the small shop is very quiet.
Country and folk music play quietly over
the stereo while young technophiles sip coffee from giant mugs and type away on their
laptops.
Coffee Messiah is a funky, old-fashioned,
and inexpensive coffee shop that perfectly fits
the stereotype of coffee-crazed Seattle circa
the early 19905.
Tall drip coffee: $1.15
Tea: $1.50
Double Shot Espresso: $1.75
House special—Real Caramel Latte: $3.10

Cafe Vita
1005E. Pike St. (2 blocks from SU)
Hours: M-F6 a.m.-Up.m., Sat-Sun 1a.m.-llp.m.
Perks: Free wi-fi, upstairs study lounge, wholesale beans.

Coffee Messiah
1554E. Olive Way (9 blocks from SU)
Hours: Daily 7 a.m.-7p.m.
Perks: Free wi-fi, live performances, vegan
breakfast and lunch.

Foo Fighter's Honor
fans with dual album
Lily Ko

kol@seattleu. edu
The Foo Fighters' fifth album, In Your Honor
(2005, RCA), was recently released and was
produced as a celebration of the band's 10-year
anniversary. And why not go big to celebrate?
This is the bands first double album—one disk
showing the heavier rock side the band is more
well known for, while the second disc is more
of a swooning acoustic set.
Nothing too significant has changed, but
with the dual disc set ypu get the best ofboth
world and one thing is for sure —the band is
still rocking.
The album was appropriately named, to
thank the band's family, friends and of course
the fans.

Now the boys are busy on tour to promote the
new album. The Foo Fighter's will grace Seattle
later this month, with co-headliners Weezer.

Mom
Neumo's (925 E. Pike)
8 p.m.
$15, Ticketswest

XBXRX, King Kobra
Vera Project (2219 2nd Ave)
7:30 p.m.
$8/$7 wl Club Card
All-ages

All-ages

ONGOING EVENTS...

SATURDAY, 10/15
Constantines, Hold Steady
w/ Tim Fite
Neumo's (925 E. Pike)

Don Quixote
Center House Theatre (305
Harrison St.)
10/13-15
7:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
10/15, 16
2 p.m. 4:30 p.m.

8 p.m.
$10 Adv/$l2 Drs, Ticketswest

21+

-

The King Stag
Seattle Reperatoiy Theatre (155
Mercer St.)
10/13-19
7:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
10/15,16,19
2 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, 10/16

Watching For Wolves
SU Pigott-Auditorium

x
::

.

2 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

Free
Alien Ant Farm w/ April
Sixth, From Satellite,
The Rivalry
El Corazon (109 E. Eastlake)
Doors 7 p.m./Show 8 p.m.
$10 Adv/$l2 Drs, Ticketsioest

Wit
Seattle Public Theatre
(7312 W. Greenlake Dr.)
10/13-23
$12-$5B

AU-ages
Sheryl Crow
Paramount Theatre (911 Pine St.)
8 p.m.
$50-$72.50 Drs, Ticketmaster

All-ages
MONDAY, 10/17

Copeland, Daphne Loves
Derby w/ Melee,
Spill Canvas
El Corazon (109. E. Eastlake)
Doors 6 p.m./Show 7 p.m.
$12 Advlsl4 Drs, Ticketswest

All-ages

,

Bryony Lavery's Frozen
Empty Space Theatre
(3509 Freemont Ave N)
10/13-23

zvzvw.emptyspace.org
The Grapes of Wrath
Intiman Theatre (305 Harrison St)
10/13-11/13

UPCOMING EVENTS...
10/26
Foo Fighters, Weezer
wl Hot Hot Heat

Key Arena
Ticketmaster

Jem w/ Josh Kelly

Moore Theatre (1932 2nd Ave.)
8 p.m.
$23.50, Ticketmaster
All-ages

10/27

Decemberists wl Cass McCombs
Showbox
Ticketsivest
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Sweet SEAC Announcements
'

*
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Coffeehouse Tonight!
Ben Sellon and Soul's Gate

*-'•
i

Join Your Class Council!

7:30 Ist floor STCN by the Hearth
Study Break Psvchic/Henna Night!
October 13, 7:30 Bistro

There is money in ASSU for you
to use and your class Council gets
to decide how that money is spent.
Don't you think you should have a
say in how your money is spent?

Late Night Stand Up Comedy.
October 14, 9:00 Bistro
Questions?

Contact SEAC at SEAC@seattleu.edu

Contact ASSU or your Class Representative if you
want to help plan functions and events for your

St

AI If

COlltaCt Illfo
Mara Adelman, Ph.D.
<206 > 296 5344

I UNtVt'KSII V ACADEMIC SALONS

1

T H EMBODY
[J

friends and peers.

SITE Of OPPRESSION

&

-

mara@seattleu.edu

LIBERATION

Oct. 13 Thursday
"Reckless Abandon: The Expendability of the Male Body'
-

Sweet ASSU Announcements

•

October 13th

•

•

•

•

•

•

Feat: Mark Cohen, Dept. ofSociology and Gary Atkins, Department of
Communication
Leßoux Room 7:00-9:00pm

Club Ffcir
Find out houu you can get involved around campus

Oct 19 Wednesday
"Resistance and Reclamation:

October 17th
Candidate Forum
Come find out what the candidates can do for you.

-

Liberating the Black remale

Body.

Voting Begins
ALL questions,

sucggestLoi/us

caia.

be

,

Oct. 20 Thursday
"Colonialism and the Body"
-

Feat: Hazel Hahn, Department of
History
.
Casey Atrium 12:00-l:15pm
,

"Take Back the Night"

"

Featuring Bell Hooks, author of
"Feminism is for Everyone and Happy
to be Nappy"
Pigott Auditorium 7:00-9:00pm
(please note we changed venue from
Campion to Pigott). Co-sponsored

October 18th

•

„

,

with OMSAi wismer Chair, SU
Law School, GAST, DCSJ, Women's
Studies, Pigott-McCone Chair, Mission Fund, CAS College Events
Committee

or

at

Leßoux Room 8:00-10:00pm
Co-sponsored with Residential
Life
This will be a presentation,
narratives l>y students and a vigil to
those persons violated or killed in
urban streets.
-

by logging oi/vto the assu. webs It

NEAR SEATTLE UNIV.

\

(206) 322-7103
FAX (206) 322-7108
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Position runs until March and
pays $11/ hr. If you fit our profile,
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Systems Administrator Intern
Downtown medical software
company seeks a2O hts/wk IT
Intern. Must have exp w/ PC...
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the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-

why you
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can 206.812.4510 or check out ,

Do you like kids, fun, & active
imaginations? Looking for person
with experience & maturity,
who enjoys kids. Must have own
transportation & good references.
Attractive pay. Madrona

businesses in the city, on tl»
mountain,and e*enat oneof

wwwstevenspass.com

~.

for pricing, details, or to purchase '
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think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's

■■■

CHILDCARE: Two friendly
families-one with 2 boys, ages
9 & 11; one with a girl, age
7—seek sitter for occasional
dates: weekday evenings,
r
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phone calls! Principals only!
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500
Spacious 1 BR apt. near SU. $650
includes utilities 206 32 9865

should call me.

nine week course features

?

weekly help sessions and five
i

sB9s*°r the reasonable

Advertise in the Spectator!

price of
I can answer any LSAT ques-

i

Please send information and questions to

tion let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:

Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!

adinfoCa seamen,edu
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524-4915
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Phone: 206.296.6474
Fax: 206.296.6477
Website: WWW.Spectator-Online.com
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Seattle University College of Education
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Intensive Classes

begin

October

,

„

17th and November 17th

•

Earn credits from Seattle University

•

Credits may apply to Master's Programs

"If you are interested in teaching ESL in the US or abroad,
this is the program for you.' All of tAe class instruction ivj
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r
The
Professions
Army sHealth
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
SI 279 Stipend Pay

W

/

,
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School of Teaching ESL

(in cooperation with Seattle

University

College of Education)

Become a Leader In Student Affairs
The Student Development Administration program at Seattle University will prepare you to
begin or strengthen your career in student affairs on a college campus. With an administrative
focus and diverse student body, this program offers excellent job placement nationally and
locally. Conveniently located in the economic and cultural center of the Pacific Northwest.
•

•

Over 20 local schools for internships
Graduate assistantships available
Nationally recognized graduate program
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FOOTNOTES

CAMPUS
VOICE
could change one thins; about SU what would it be?

"

Management/Philosophy

7 would change to a
wireless internet from the
ethernet in the dorms."
Sarah Altson, Freshman,
English

"The evil squirrel in front of
Campion must die!"
Thomas Howard, Senior,
Public Affairs

7 would get rid of all
things crappy"
Keith Hazen-Diehm,

"A fleet of golf carts to
transport students around
campus., in addition to the

Sophomore, Undecided

nighthawk."

"Too many professors
don't challenge me
enough or don't give their
personal angle."
Trevor Cauble, Junior,
Creative Writing

"They should flood the
quad and make it a beach"
Servando Patlan
Sophomore, Business

>

Ginelle Brown, Senior,
Biology

"The redhawk. What's a
redhawk?"
Roy Powell, Junior,
Visual Arts

—

"Change the guy-giiirl ratio, tee hee."
Erin Foran, Sophomore,
Sarah Sjostedt,
English/International
Sophomore, Nursing
Relations

